Name______________________________ Period _________________

Date_________________

Bill Nye Flowers
1. Each flower grew from a _____________ that came from a ________________.
2. Most of what humans eat comes from ____________________.
3. The Male parts of the flower are called ___________________.
4. The female part of the flower is called ___________________.
5. When pollen hooks up with eggs in the same flower then it makes a ___________.
6. What are 3 ways that pollen can move?
7. What does pollen make?
8. What do flowers attract?
9. What do animals that attract flowers see?
10.What part of the plant has the pollen?
11.What fertilizes the eggs?
12.Fill in the missing parts of the cycle.
Stamen - _____________ Pistil- ________________ Flower
13.The more spread out the seeds get the better chance they have ____________________.
14.What is seed dispersal?
15.What are the pods of the maple tree shaped like?
16.Almost every time you go to the grocery store you buy ___________________.
17.What part of potato do we eat?
18.Is a tomato a fruit or vegetable?
19.Why are some people mistaken?
20.What happens when things mix?
21.What are two things that can cause an environment to change?
22.Why were flowers the first thing to grow back after a volcanic eruption?
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